Designed to inspire
The IQ CopyStation USB is the simplest and most efficient way of duplicating your data onto large numbers of
USB sticks and all other USB devices which are compatible to the USB mass storage standard. Use USB adapters
to enable working with other interfaces e.g. SATA and to expand the application area of IQ CopyStation USB.
The simple operation and well-designed user interface ensures a short learning curve and minimizes operator
errors. The robust solid aluminium case and high-quality components ensure a long lifetime. Hardware and
software match each other perfectly to ensure an optimum workflow since they were both developed by altec.
Optional PC software gives you compliance with ISO 9001 QM and creates log files which allow evaluation of
the copy results.

The altec IQ Copystation USB ensures a high return on investment at the lowest possible total cost of ownership.
There is no better and more economical way to copy your data to a large number of USB devices.

One device for all applications

Compatibility with the USB mass storage standard ensures
that you can copy data to all devices which are compatible
with USB 2.0. Small and compact USB devices such as USB

Additionally other devices and
flash media e.g. SSD‘s or CFast
cards with SATA interface can
be connected by suitable USB
adapters (cable).

Copying with no
learning curve

sticks which have a USB Type A connector can be plugged
into the IQ CopyStation USB directly. A connection from
other devices with USB interface such as navigation devices,
smartphones, tablet PC‘s, µcontrollers to IQ CopyStation
USB can be done easily by USB cable.

It is easier than ever to copy
your data with the IQ Copy
Station USB. Specially qualified or expensive personnel are not necessary.
Simple copy jobs can be configured on the IQ CopyStation
USB using the 3 buttons and can then be run in stand-alone
mode. For more complex
copy jobs, you can control
up to 32 IQ CopyStations
from a single PC without
making the operation of
the devices more complicated. Accordingly, the
personnel costs resulting
from the copy process remain very low, reducing
the unit costs for each copied USB storage device.
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